Numerous metrics have been developed that attempt to assess the reliability of phylogenetic trees. Several of these commonly used measures of tree and tree branch support are described and discussed in the context of their relationship to Popperian corroboration. Claims that measures of support indicate the accuracy of phylogenetic trees or provide information for tree choice are rebutted. Measures of support are viewed as being of heuristic value within a given phylogenetic framework for describing the precision of the data based on perturbations to the data. However, no direct link is observed between the calculation of measures of support and corroboration. Direct measures of support, but not re-sampling or randomization methods, may play a more specific role in phylogenetic inference by providing the tools to search for falsifiers that could be the subject of future rounds of hypothesis testing.
Introduction
Phylogenetic methods have come to be used by researchers in numerous areas of study. In addition to providing systematists information for classification, phylogenetic trees have been used in a wide range of studies that make inferences about the evolution of morphological and molecular characters. Numerous comparative studies incorporate information from phylogeny for testing hypotheses regarding a range of topics including: the evolution of development, biodiversity assessment, the history of transposable elements, biogeographic patterns of species distributions, the track of infectious disease epidemics, patterns of adaptive radiation, evaluation of extinction risk as well as the evolution of body size and genome size (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] for examples). The reliability of the inferences made is contingent upon the underlying tree. Not surprisingly, numerous metrics have been developed that attempt to assess the reliability of phylogenetic trees.
Some of these measures result in indices of support for entire trees, other measures apply to particular groupings of taxa, still others attempt to provide a measure of the potential phylogenetic information content of a data matrix prior to tree building. Some measures take a direct approach by examining the relative amount of character support and conflict on the tree. Other measures use statistical tests and construct confidence intervals for examining departures from a null distribution of randomized data.
Among the numerous methods of phylogenetic inference, character-based methods such as parsimony [7] [8] [9] and maximum likelihood [10, 11] are the most widely used. In addition, Bayesian analysis [12] , which has a long history in statistics, has more recently come to be used for phylogenetic analysis [13] [14] [15] [16] . Most of the measures of support described in this review can be applied to both parsimony and maximum likelihood methods of phylogenetic inference. However, these character-based methods that differ in their approach to tree building also differ with respect to the interpretation of the meaning of measures of support.
What is the goal of calculating measures of support? What do these measures of support tell us? Do they indicate the accuracy of the hypothesis (the true tree)? Do they provide information for choosing among alternate hypotheses (the best tree)? In addition to these differences in terms of the interpretation of the meaning of support values, there are differences in terms of the definition of support. Support (or robustness), is commonly viewed in the literature as the stability of the hypothesis (tree) to perturbations in the data, parameters or analysis. Less commonly seen in the bioinformatics literature is the parsimony perspective which views support in terms of corroboration (sensu Popper [17, 18] , see also [19, 20] ). The varied answers to these questions affect decisions regarding choice of metric. This in turn may influence the direction for the development of new bioinformatic tools for phylogenies.
Goodness of fit metrics-tree statistics
Although not measures of support per se [21] , in addition to tree length, tree fit statistics are among the most commonly reported. The consistency index (ci) [8] is a measure of the fit of a character to the tree. It is defined as m/s, in which m is the minimum amount of change that the character may exhibit on any tree and s is the observed amount of change for the character on the most parsimonious tree. The complement of the consistency index (1 À ci) is a measure of the amount of homoplasy. When there is no homoplasy, in other words, the character fit is perfect, ci = 1. This can also be calculated for sub-optimal trees.
The retention index (ri) [22] is a measure of the amount apparent synapomorphy that is retained as synapomorphy on the tree. It is defined as (g À s)/(g À m); m and s are the same as for the ci and g is the greatest amount of change the character may exhibit on any tree. The ri can vary between 0 and 1. If the minimum amount of change observed for the character on the tree (s) is equal to the greatest amount of change possible on any tree (g), the retention index will be zero. If the minimum amount of change observed is the minimum possible (s = m) then ri = 1, indicating that there is no homoplasy.
Ensemble values for the consistency and retention indices, denoted CI and RI respectively, can be calculated for the entire suite of characters on the tree by first summing the individual values of m, s, and g for all characters and then calculating the indices in the same manner as for the individual character fits.
There are several known problems with the ci. Noting that the ci can never reach zero since it can never be less than m/g, Farris developed the rescaled consistency index (rc or RC) [22] which is equal to the product of the ci and ri. It is recognized that CI decreases when the number of taxa increases. In addition CI values are influenced by uninformative characters which result in an inflation of the CI. Therefore CI values are generally calculated after the exclusion of uninformative characters. Archie [23] One of the measures of support most commonly seen in the literature is the nonparametric bootstrap of Felsenstein [25] , see also [26, 27] . Bootstrapping was first used in statistics [28] [29] [30] [31] for parameter estimation, in cases where the distribution is unknown. By sampling with replacement from the rows in the matrix to generate many pseudoreplicate matrices, a null distribution is generated from the data at hand. Bootstrapping, as applied to phylogenetic trees involves the generation of numerous pseudoreplicate data matrices of the same size as the original matrix by re-sampling characters (columns), with replacement, from the original matrix. Re-sampling with replacement is, in effect, a random weighting strategy in which the weight of some characters is increased and others are effectively given a weight of zero [32] . Trees are built (by whichever method of phylogenetic inference) from each pseudoreplicate matrix as well as the original matrix and the topologies screened. This poses computational problems since a large number of pseudoreplicate matrices would need to be analyzed. One solution would be to perform simple searches without branch swapping [33] . The proportion (expressed as a percentage) of bootstrap replicates in which a given clade appears is used as an indicator of support and has been proposed as a confidence interval [25, 34] for the accuracy of the clade. Results are expressed as a consensus of trees (often a majority-rule consensus) showing those clades that are present in greater than 50 percent of the bootstrap replicates.
Jackknife
Derived from statistical jackknife analysis [35] , Lanyon [36] first proposed the use of the taxonomic jackknife for detecting inconsistency in distance data; evidenced by regions of the tree that are unstable to taxon removals. The premise behind it is that in the absence of inconsistency within the data set, there is sufficient redundancy in the signal such that the removal of a single taxon should not disrupt the topology of the tree (except for the node containing the removed taxon). Pseudoreplicate matrices are generated, each lacking a different ingroup taxon and trees are generated for each of these matrices. As originally proposed, results were assessed by constructing a jackknife strict consensus (JSC) tree of the trees from all analyses, and graphically distinguishing stable from unstable nodes. The JSC tree would contain the ''set of nodes consistent with or shared by all pseudoreplicate trees'' [36, p. 399] . Later, Siddall [37] objected to the view [36] that a strict consensus of jackknife replicates could be a better estimate of phylogeny than the most parsimonious trees, and proposed the jackknife monophyly index (JMI) as an alternative that uses the frequency with which a clade appears in the jackknife pseudoreplicate trees as an indication of the stability of that clade to this type of data perturbation. Siddall [37] was explicit in stating that the JMI was not to be interpreted as a statistical test, or viewed in relation to a null distribution, nor used for comparing support values across data sets. Rather that it should be viewed as an ''analytical tool designed to provide some insight into the affect of homoplasy on the relative stability of clades in most parsimonious trees'' [37, p. 47] .
Jackknife analyses also can be performed by re-sampling characters instead of taxa. Parsimony jackknifing [38] [39] [40] is used to assess the stability of clades to character removal. Informative characters are sequentially removed and phylogenetic analyses performed on the perturbed matrices in order to identify clades that are lost in resulting strict consensuses of trees. The clade stability index (CSI) [41] is defined as the minimum number of character removals required for clade loss divided by the number of informative characters. While similar to jackknifing (as statistical re-sampling), it differs in that there is a direct measure of support that identifies the number of (and specifically which) characters contribute support. This type of analysis would be computationally intensive. To test for all possible single character removals would require trees to be generated for as many matrices as there are characters, and this would need to be repeated to examine all possible twocharacter removals, etc. In addition, the removal of one character at a time may be of limited utility because it may not result in much variation among resulting trees [25] . An alternative is to direct the searches by first identifying characters that are synapomorphies of clades and target those characters for removal [41] , or to remove subsets of characters [40] . Extensions of the CSI include the character removal index (CRI) [41] which is the minimum number of character removals required to collapse a node and the data set removal index (DRI) [42] ; the minimum number of data set removals required for node collapse.
Parsimony jackknifing [40] generates replicate matrices by randomly and independently removing groups of characters, where each character would have the same probability of removal. Parsimony jackknifing has been used as a faster alternative to traditional tree searches (that use extensive branch swapping) for identifying well supported nodes [40, [43] [44] [45] , however, the advent of more efficient tree search algorithms such as the parsimony ratchet [46] , and search strategies using tree drifting and fusing and sectorial searches [47] may make this use of the jackknife unnecessary. In addition, there are philosophical concerns about the use of measures of support for informing decisions about tree choice [37, 48, 49 ].
Randomization/permutation methods
Randomization methods differ in several respects, from re-sampling methods. Re-sampling methods attempt to assess support based on the stability of the hypothesis to perturbations of the data. Re-sampling with replacement (i.e., bootstrap) can be thought of as testing the stability of the hypothesis to differential weighting of the characters. Re-sampling without replacement (i.e., jackknife) is often thought of as a test of the stability of the hypothesis to the addition of data. Although, in reality, each jackknife replicate consists of the analysis of a matrix that has been reduced in size (in which either taxa or characters have been removed). Therefore, the proportion of jackknife replicates in which a given clade is present, is an indication of how well that clade would have been resolved had there been less data available; not how well that clade might be resolved if more data were available in the future. In contrast, randomization methods calculate support based on significant departures from random structure, and support is calculated for the entire tree rather than for nodes on the tree. In addition, support is evaluated in terms of the ability of the data matrix to provide information for tree choice.
1.3.1. Distribution of tree length skewness and the permutation tail probability Several authors [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] have examined the distribution of tree lengths as an indicator of what has been variously referred to as: phylogenetic signal, informativeness, or decisiveness. Beginning with the premise that the preferred tree is the one with the fewest evolutionary changes, the shortest tree, methods such as the distribution of tree length skewness (DTL) [50] [51] [52] , and the permutation tail probability (PTP) [53, 54] , also known as the Archie and Faith and Cranston method (AFC), look to the skewness of tree length distributions for information for tree choice. Matrices that result in strongly left-skewed distributions, with an attenuated tail, are considered to be more informative (or demonstrate greater phylogenetic signal) because they allow discrimination among near-optimal solutions. In DTL skewness, all possible trees are generated (from the actual matrix) and the skewness of the distribution of their tree lengths is calculated using the g 1 statistic [55] . DTL skewness g 1 is considered significant if the observed g 1 falls in the tail of the distribution of g 1 values obtained from the analysis of matrices of random characters [51] . The significance of DTL skewness has also been evaluated relative to simulated data [52] .
The AFC method is viewed as a significance test of phylogenetic structure. Unlike DTL skewness, which compares the length of the shortest tree to the lengths of all possible trees generated from the original data matrix, AFC evaluates significance based on the departure in length of the actual tree from the distribution of tree lengths generated from data in which the character states are permuted among taxa.
Relative apparent synapomorphy analysis
Relative apparent synapomorphy analysis (RASA) [56, 57] was presented as a statistical tool for the a priori testing of the amount of phylogenetic signal (considered by Lyons-Weiler et al. [56, p. 749] , to be equivalent to character covariation) in a data matrix. ''its use would then prevent the construction (and application) of a potentially spurious phylogeny'' [56, p. 754]. It was presented as a faster alternative, which can be solved in polynomial time, to measures of tree support (such as tree length distribution skewness [51, 52] and PTP [53, 54, 58] methods) in which the finding of MP trees for matrices with large numbers of taxa is an NP-complete problem. Similar to tree taxon analysis [59, 60] , a character state shared between two taxa (i and j) to the exclusion of any other taxon is considered an apparent synapomorphy. RAS (apparent ''cladistic'' similarity) is the sum of these three taxon statements across all characters for which i and j share a character state to the exclusion any other taxon. Phenetic similarity (E) is defined as the number of characters that support the three taxon statements. The observed rate of increase in apparent similarity as a function of phenetic similarity (the slope of RAS obs plotted against E obs ) is compared to the slope of a null distribution of RAS null plotted against E null . Significance is assessed by the test statistic (t RASA ) approximating the Student's t distribution. The original null model, of an equiprobable distribution of RAS and E [56] was later modified [57, 61 ] to a permutation model [53] to better approximate the Student's t distribution.
Statistical and philosophical objections to probabilistic methods
There are drawbacks to the use of the bootstrap, and resampling methods in general, for confidence intervals [25, 48, [62] [63] [64] due to the violation of the assumptions of the statistic. Re-sampling methods assume that characters are independent and identically distributed (iid), furthermore that the samples are collected randomly, and finally that the data sample is sufficiently large such that the resampling with replacement from the data at hand is the same as sampling from the parametric distribution. In other words, re-sampling methods assume that a large number of characters are sampled randomly by the investigator from a pool of possible (uncorrelated) characters that have the same distribution. The requirement for a large sample set is likely to be violated for the generally small size (albeit increasing in size) of current phylogenetic matrices. In addition, it seems certain that neither morphological nor molecular characters are selected at random by the investigator. Perhaps ''the most serious challenge to the use of bootstrap methods'' [25, p. 785] , and by extension re-sampling methods in general, is the violation of iid. While a multinomial distribution is assumed for sequence data [25] , it ''might be argued that this presupposes that the same probabilistic evolutionary process is operating in all of the characters, which is extremely unrealistic'' [25, p. 785] ; especially in the case of data sets with multiple loci or coding regions in which different codon positions may be subject to different constraints. In addition, there is the problem that occurs when characters are correlated which results in an overestimate of the actual number of independent characters and an upward bias in terms of level of support. In fact, evaluations of the statistical properties of the bootstrap have shown that it can be a biased estimator [65] , but see also [66] [67] [68] [69] .
Philosophical objections to re-sampling methods stem from their implicit ''truth'' claims. It has been argued that phylogenetic inference should be viewed as a matter of statistical inference in which an unknown quantity is estimated, with some uncertainty, by means of probabilistic models of evolution [27, p. 523] . Support in this context can be viewed as an evaluation of the variance of the estimate. Central to statistical methods of inference is the concept of statistical consistency; as sample size increases, the estimate will more closely reflect the true value of the parameter being estimated-well-supported trees accurately reflect the true tree. There have been many studies comparing and evaluating the different methods of phylogenetic inference based on statistical consistency, in other words, their ability to accurately recover the true tree-generated from simulated data or a known phylogeny (see [70] , for a recent review of these types of studies). There are also numerous studies evaluating measures of support in light of statistical consistency [71] [72] [73] [74] . Practitioners of parsimony methods take the view that the true tree, the actual pattern of evolutionary events, is unknowable and reject the idea that measures of support indicate the accuracy of the tree. The use of probabilistic methods for evaluating singular historical events is questioned [48, 63, 75] ; as is their use in tests of the significance of phylogenetic structure [19, 48, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] .
In addition, several methods have been proposed, such as parsimony jackknifing [40] , some consensus methods, and the methods of implied weights [81] (see also [82] ), support weighting [83] and the a posteriori successive approximations weighting [84] , that are designed to provide the means for choosing among equally parsimonious trees. The justification for these methods of tree choice is that, unlike probabilistic methods, the criterion for choice is based on character fit. However the use of these methods is controversial since they represent a shift in optimality criterion from ''shortest'' trees minimizing ad hoc assumptions of homoplasy to ''heaviest'' trees maximizing fit [49, 62] .
The justification for this approach has its grounding in the philosophy of Popper. Its emphasis is on refutation as a means toward the growth of knowledge. Popper's refutationist, deductive method was proposed as a rational solution to the problem of induction. Inductive reasoning based on the premise that the future will be like the past, would derive universal laws from repeated singular observations. The problem of induction can be stated as: ' Randomization methods, like re-sampling methods are verificationist in nature, and are objected to based on their assertion that the methods indicate something about the accuracy of the hypothesis. These methods ''involve statistical tests for departure of data sets from random structure, and some authors speak of confidence in monophyletic groups supported by data sets for which the null hypothesis of randomness is rejected. . .it is one thing to demonstrate that a data set is nonrandom in structure, and quite another to argue that the structure in the data is an accurate reflection of patterns of shared ancestry'' [39, p. 193 ] (italics in original).
In addition, randomization methods claim to provide information for choosing the best tree. But do measures of support provide information for tree choice? Parsimony, taking as a given that the true tree is unknowable, and that parsimony may or may not recover the true tree, operates by logical consistency (See Farris' classic paper describing this approach [86] ; see also Kluge [9] ) by restricting itself to a methodological approach that minimizes the number of assumptions that are made to explain the data. In other words, it restricts itself to attempts to find the tree that is the best explanation of the data by minimizing ad hoc assumptions (explaining away of contradictory evidence) of homoplasy, This Popperian preference for the least refuted hypothesis is linked to Hennig's [7] auxiliary principle. Rather than assume, a priori, an independent origin (convergence) for a given character, parsimony maximizes character congruence and minimizes homoplasy. The parsimony criterion provides information for tree choice; the best tree is the least refuted tree, the one with the fewest number of evolutionary changes (or steps, i.e., the shortest tree). This is not to say that homoplasy is assumed to be minimal nor that evolution is parsimonious. Farris [86] gives the analogy of regression analysis in which a regression line is drawn by minimizing variance around the line while remaining neutral as to the magnitude of the variance (see Phillips this volume, for a review of the literature on homoplasy). The parsimony criterion is merely used as a methodological, decision-making tool that maximizes conformity to evidence [48, 79] . PTP methods appear to be grounded in parsimony however, in justifying methods such as the PTP in terms of Popperian corroboration, -corroboration has been re-interpreted.
Direct measures of support

Branch support
Branch support (BS) [87, 88] is another commonly reported measure of support. Also referred to as Bremer support in recognition of its author [78] and as decay index [89] ; branch support provides a direct measure of the number of character steps contributing to clade support by comparing the length of the most parsimonious (MP) tree(s) to the MP tree(s) lacking a given node, thus providing a measure of the stability of a given clade to relaxation of the parsimony criterion. It can be implemented as originally described [87] by performing tree searches for all trees one step longer than the original MP tree and constructing a strict consensus of resulting trees. Those nodes no longer present in the consensus of trees one step longer than the MP tree are given a BS value of one (as originally defined, those clades that are not present in all equally parsimonious trees [i.e., are collapsed in a strict consensus of MP trees] have a BS value of zero). The same procedure is followed searching for all trees up to two steps longer followed by three steps longer, and so forth until there are no nodes remaining to be collapsed (i.e., branch support has been calculated for all nodes). This procedure may be time consuming for nodes with a large amount of character support. As an alternative, BS can also be calculated by searching for all trees lacking a given node and subtracting the length of the MP tree from the lengths of the shortest trees lacking that node [42, 90] . Total support (TS) is the sum of BS values for all nodes on the tree [78] . The total support index [88] scales the TS to tree length and the proportional support index [91] scales TS to the total potential support, defined as the product of CI and tree length. Branch support calculations can be implemented in PAUP * , [92] by using the constraints feature and sequentially performing searches for MP trees lacking each node of interest. Constraint files are generated manually or by using applications such as AutoDecay [93] and TreeRot [94] which generate a tree file that can be read into PAUP * . This file contains a tree for each possible node showing all nodes unresolved except for the node of interest. Anti-constraint searches (ENFORCE Converse) are performed for each of these trees and compared to the MP tree(s). BS can be calculated directly in both NONA [95] and TNT [96] .
Lee [97] proposed a significance test (clade significance index) of BS in which Templeton tests [98] are sequentially performed for each clade on the MP tree compared to trees lacking each node of interest. If the MP tree is better supported than the shortest tree lacking the node of interest at P < 0.05, based on the Templeton test, then the clade is considered to show significant support. Where multiple equally parsimonious trees and/or multiple constraint trees exist, Templeton tests would be performed on all possible pairwise comparisons of trees and the least significant Pvalue used as an indication of clade significance.
Linked branch support and linked branch support index (LBSI)
Noting that BS scores for nodes within a tree may not be independent, insofar as the collapse of a single node may result in the simultaneous collapse of additional nodes (or alternatively, make the collapse of another node more costly), Gatesy suggested [99] that the calculation of linked branch support (LBS) along with BS may provide a better indication of the stability of nodes (as well as the entire tree) to the relaxation of parsimony. Linked branch support [99] is calculated in a similar manner to BS except that the length of the MP tree(s) is compared to constraint trees lacking more than one node at a time. Calculations can be made for all possible combinations of compatible constraints to examine how the stabilities of nodes are affected by interaction.
Gatesy [99] traced the idea for examining compatible constraints to discussions of the T-PTP [58] and by extension the AG T-PTP [100] , however neither of these papers discussed the implications of clumped versus dispersed homoplasy shown in the analyses of LBS. T-PTP and AG T-PTP can be ultimately traced to BS [87] and Total Support (TS) [78, 88] in that the T-PTP and AG T-PTP evaluate BS and TS in the context of the randomization test proposed by Archie [53] , later referred to as PTP [54] (see [101] for a history of the naming of these methods). T-PTP and AG T-PTP are in effect significance tests of BS and TS respectively and if compatible constraints were examined by the same methodology, it would constitute a significance test of LBS. These tests differ from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test [98] used by Lee [97] in that the lengths of the MP tree and constraint trees are compared to the respective lengths of trees recovered from multiple analyses of matrices in which the character states have been randomly permuted within each character.
Partitioned branch support
Partitioned Bremer support [102] , also known as partitioned branch support (PBS) [90] , examines the relative contribution of data partitions to branch support within a simultaneous analysis framework. Derived from BS, in which comparisons are made between the length of the MP tree(s) and the shortest trees lacking a given node, PBS is calculated by subtracting the length of the partition on the MP tree (based on the simultaneous analysis of the entire data matrix) from its length on the shortest trees (based on simultaneous analysis) lacking a given node. The difference in lengths is the contribution of a given partition to branch support at that node on the simultaneous analysis tree. PBS can be positive (indicating character support), negative (indicating conflict) or zero. The sum of PBS for all partitions at a node is equal to BS at that node. The calculation of PBS for less well supported nodes (based on low BS values, for example) can distinguish between low support values due to a lack of character information and poor support values due to character conflict among partitions. If more than one constraint tree is found, PBS is generally calculated for each and averaged [102] , however the range of PBS values could also be reported [103] . PBS has also been scaled to the number of phylogenetically informative characters or to the minimum number of steps in an effort to allow comparisons across analyses [104, 105] .
Partitioned hidden branch support and hidden branch support
Hidden support (HBS) and partitioned hidden support (PHBS) [42, 90, 106] further extend the concept of BS and PBS by evaluating the amount of support for the simultaneous analysis tree that would have remained hidden if the data partitions were analyzed separately. This approach has also been implemented within a maximum likelihood framework [107, 108] . Hidden support/conflict (HBS) is quantified as the difference between the support (BS) for a given node in the combined analysis tree and the sum of the BS values for that node in each of the separately analyzed partitions. Similarly, PHBS is equal to the PBS (for a given partition at a given node) minus the BS for that node in a separate analysis of that partition. The sum of the PHBS values across all partitions for a given node is equal to the HBS at that node.
Nodal data set influence
Nodal data set influence (NDI) [42] explores the effect of data set removal on branch support (BS) scores. It is similar to PBS in that it is a measure of the support provided by a particular data partition at a particular node. However it differs from PBS in method of calculation. NDI is equal to the BS value for a given node based on the combined analysis of all data partitions minus the BS value for a given node based on the combined analysis of a perturbed matrix that is lacking the partition of interest. In this sense it is similar to the jackknife in that perturbed matrices are sequentially generated, each lacking a partition (or combination of partitions) of interest. Each perturbed matrix is analyzed and BS values calculated and compared to the BS scores obtained from the combined analysis of all the data. In general PBS and NDI will give similar results however NDI summarizes the amount of BS, PHBS as well as the amount of HBS that the partition brings out in other data sets in combined analysis [42] . If BS increases with the addition of the data partition, NDI is positive. Conversely, if BS decreases with the addition of the data partition, NDI will be negative.
Measures of support and support (corroboration)
Corroboration
In answer to the question of what is support, it seems clear that none of the measures of support is directly linked with corroboration (sensu Popper). Paraphrasing [17] [18] [19] [20] 49, 85, 86, 109] , corroboration provides a logical framework for the growth of knowledge with refutation as the means. The degree to which a theory is falsifiable is directly related to its ability to be corroborated. In this context bold conjectures that go beyond currently accepted background knowledge are to be preferred since they would have greater falsifiability. In other words, the probability of the evidence should be low given background knowledge alone; since evidence that has a high probability relative to background knowledge goes little beyond what is already known. In addition, the background knowledge (that is assumed but not tested) should not be determinate to the outcome of the analysis. Matrix permutation measures of support such as the PTP that would consider a null distribution as background knowledge fail in this respect due to this lack of independence. Re-sampling methods and randomization/permutation measures of support also fail since their approach is an inductive and verificationist search for truth or some probability of truth. Even if these methods did not violate the assumptions of the statistics and could be shown to be statistically consistent, they would not be logically consistent with corroboration in which all theories are conjectural and truth is unknowable. Measures of support do not indicate the accuracy of the tree.
Degree of corroboration
On the face of it, this seems an unsatisfactory state of affairs. At some level a research program is interested in having some level of confidence that the hypothesis (tree), for example, is a reliable enough approximation with which to move forward; to make classifications or other inferences. The logical framework of Popper does not imply that a preferred theory is in fact true. Neither does it speak to the falsity of a theory. However, the framework provides the methodology for preference among competing theories. Degree of corroboration is a report of the past performance of the theory; how well it has withstood critical tests. However it is not a report of the future performance of a theory (i.e., how it may stand up to future tests). Critical tests, refers to sincere attempts to refute the theory, these would be based on all available data. It is the evidence that provides potential falsifiers of the theory. However the presence of a falsifier (character conflictcharacter that supports an alternate topology) does not prove the theory false (absolute falsification). The weight of evidence provides the means for choosing among competing theories. To arbitrate weight of evidence requires the minimization of ad hoc assumptions. For example, given two trees, neither of which is perfectly congruent (i.e., each has some amount of characters that conflict with the topology), which is the better tree? Which is the preferred theory? At this stage, character conflict can be seen as homoplasy (independent origin of the character), or as error in the identification or coding of the character. Regardless, characters that conflict may support an alternate topology. In order to tentatively accept any theory in the face of conflicting evidence would require that each instance of conflicting evidence be explained away as error, thus protecting the theory from these falsifiers. This explaining away of conflicting evidence on a case by case basis is ad hoc since it is not based on any outside information that these data are in fact in error. The requirement for the minimization of ad hoc assumptions prevents the process of choosing among theories from becoming no more than the irrational belief in the superiority or truthfulness of one theory over another with no reference to evidence. Critical tests and a minimization of ad hoc assumptions allows for choice among topologies in the face of conflicting evidence. Preference is for the least refuted theory at a given time with a given set of evidence. Methods that attempt to maximize the probability of the evidence given the hypothesis by incorporating models of sequence evolution as background knowledge are logically inconsistent with degree of corroboration for choosing among hypotheses. The incorporation of a model of evolution or a null distribution as background knowledge excludes the parameters of the model from testing. In addition, since the model is deterministic to the outcome, the process is circular. Furthermore, the use of a model to ''correct for'' substitution rates, for example, immunizes the hypothesis from critical tests by excluding potential falsifiers thereby losing the logical basis for preference.
Stability
If measures of support neither provide information for tree choice nor information about the accuracy of the tree, what is the role, or place, of measures of support in phylogenetic inference? At some level, each of the measures of support describes the precision of the data. In addition, these measures describe different aspects of precision by assessing stability to perturbations. Most of the measures can be calculated within either a parsimony or maximum likelihood framework of phylogenetic inference. Even the direct measures of branch support and partitioned branch support that have traditionally been used within a parsimony framework, have counterparts; Likelihood Support and Partitioned Likelihood Support [107, 108] that can be assessed within a Likelihood framework. It may be that within a given method of phylogenetic inference, the calculation of some suite of measures of support may give a general indication of the magnitude or lack of conflict of the character support. So each of these measures that explore stability to perturbation may have a general heuristic value but are limited in what they can specifically say about the data and hypothesis.
Research cycles and the search for falsifiers
There may be a place in phylogentic inference where measures of support can play a more specific rather than a general role. Phylogenetic analysis has been described as cyclic research cycles of sophisticated falsification [49] rather than an endpoint. Fig. 1 is a schematic of the strategy described by Kluge [49] . The cycles begin (in the upper left of the figure) with selection of taxa, character identification, coding and matrix assembly. Continuing with the inner layer of the spiral, character coding is followed by hypothesis testing (tree search). After each round of tree search, measures of support may be calculated to identify character conflict. Conflicting characters (ad hoc explanations of homoplasy) are re-examined for error (in identification or coding, for example). This stage of character reanalysis is referred to as reciprocal illumination in reference to Hennig [7] . Where there is evidence of error, characters are re-coded. Measures of support are used to identify potential homoplasy, pointing out areas where additional data may be incorporated, or where character coding may need to be re-examined. The cycle continues, including all previous data as well as new data, in rounds of reciprocal illumination and hypothesis testing.
Unlike re-sampling and randomization approaches, direct measures can provide specific information about which characters conflict. In other words, re-sampling and randomization methods may provide a general sense that the hypothesis is unstable to perturbation, leading to a conclusion that more data may be required. Direct measures can identify the specific characters associated with the instability. It is this aspect that may allow direct measures of support to play a role in one aspect of phylogenetic inference. Direct measures provide the means to screen for potential falsifiers, the identification of which may lead to the identification of more specific targets (critical tests) for successive rounds of hypothesis testing. In other words, by identifying specific conflict, direct measures may be useful for identifying data that may constitute critical tests in the next round.
Discussion
What is the goal of calculating measures of support? What do these measures of support tell us? Support is commonly viewed in the literature as the stability of the hypothesis to perturbations in the data, parameters or analysis (i.e., relaxation of the parsimony criterion) or through comparison to randomized data. While a stable hypothesis is desirable for making inferences about evolutionary history and formal classifications (see [110] [111] [112] for discussions of the use of phylogenies for classification), stability in and of itself is not the goal of systematics [62, 112] insofar as hypotheses should not be stable to the addition of disconfirming evidence [113, p. 142] . Within the cladistic parsimony framework, the operations of phylogenetic inference (and tree choice) and the calculation of measures of support are generally separate operations [49] . Calculations of measures of support, as commonly defined, do not influence tree choice, nor do they indicate the accuracy of the hypothesis. These measures are viewed as a secondary operation used to identify the amount and distribution of homoplasy on the tree. They are used as a means of heuristic data exploration that may serve to identify regions of the tree that are less well corroborated and perhaps more likely to be overturned by subsequent data.
Support within the cladistic parsimony framework is not considered the same as statistical support [19] [20] [21] 48, 49, 63, 79, 86, 112, 114] . Rather, support for a given hypothesis of relationships refers to Popperian [18] corroboration [18, 21, 63, 86, 110, 115] . In essence, the best supported hypothesis is the one that has been corroborated by virtue of having been subjected to and withstood the severest of tests. Tests consist of evidence (characters), and the severest tests make use of all available evidence. Given the differences in the definition of what support is, it follows that there are differences in the interpretation of what these measures of support mean and what, if any, actions should be taken based upon them. In a footnote, in his new Appendix ix, on corroboration, Popper states that the corroboration of the hypothesis (denoted x) by the evidence does not speak to the acceptability of the hypothesis unless the evidence ''represents the (total) results of sincere attempts to refute x'' [18, p. 402], parentheses in original. The total evidence paradigm of cladistic parsimony [42, 62, 112, [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] can be viewed as stemming from the writings of Popper [18] . This viewpoint has implications for the use of a priori weighting procedures insofar as the downweighting or removal of conflicting characters could constitute the removal of the very characters that have the ability to refute the hypothesis. This exclusion of evidence could render the hypothesis untestable (by protecting the hypothesis from conflicting evidence) and therefore unable to be corroborated since testability (falsifiability) is central to corroboration [18] [19] [20] 86, 114, 115] . Furthermore, the discarding of evidence would require justification. For example, some types of data are considered unreliable; the downweighting of transitions or third positions is justified by the assumption that these types of characters become saturated with substitutions (resulting in fewer observed changes than expected). This justification adds to the background knowledge that is assumed (but not tested). Bold hypotheses, ones that are logically improbable given background knowledge alone, are seen as the preferred means to scientific advance [17, 18, 20] . Although Popper wrote of logical probability and derived formulae for the corroboration of the hypothesis given the evidence and the background knowledge, the formulae were used as a device to explain the method and not an advocacy statistical probability [85, 86] . In terms of stability or robustness to data perturbation (i.e., commonly referred to as support) it may not be the overall amount of homoplasy that is important [76, 79, 88, 99] . Instead, it may be the distribution of homoplasy that plays a critical role in tree stability [42, 76, 79, 88, 90, 99] . Therefore, the preferred measures of support (assuming stability to data perturbation is considered of value) will be those that explore the varying effects and distribution of homoplasy on the tree. Direct measures of support such as BS and its derivatives (LBS, PBS, PHBS and HS) seem to provide this information. They allow for an exploration of support as well as conflict, and provide a means to quantify the amount of and specifically which characters contribute support/conflict. This ability to search for potential falsifiers suggests that direct measures of support have a role in the region of reciprocal illumination.
The desire in calculating measures of support is to have some sense of the reliability of the tree and by extension, the reliability of inferences made based on the tree. In cases where phylogenetic analyses result in a single most parsimonious tree some nodes may be better supported than others (based on some measure of support) however, regardless of the amount of support indicated by these metrics, the tree represents the best explanation of all the data and is therefore the best available hypothesis of relationships. Where multiple most parsimonious trees obtain from the analysis, each is an equally valid (albeit somewhat contradictory) explanation of the data. While a single tree is desirable for making classifications or other inferences (and it can be argued that, in the case of multiple trees, they cannot all be right) a summary tree (whether based on consensus, weighting, measures of support, etc.) is a less valid explanation of the data.
Measures of support may best be thought of as a tool for data exploration to identify those areas of the cladogram less well supported by the data and therefore possibly more likely to be overturned by the addition of subsequent data (additional tests). These metrics may serve best as stopping rules identifying less well supported areas that could be the focus of additional data collection [21, 32] . Although most of the measures of support refer to perturbations to the data, and might lead to the conclusion that more data (i.e., additional gene regions, for example) may be needed, the importance of increased taxonomic sampling should not be underestimated [121, 122] .
In the final paragraph of Logic of Scientific discovery, Popper concluded: ''Science never pursues the illusory aim of making its answers final, or even probable. Its advance is, rather, towards an infinite yet attainable aim: that of ever discovering new, deeper, and more general problems, and of subjecting our ever tentative answers to ever renewed and ever more rigorous tests'' [18, p. 281] . To answer the question posed earlier, from a cladistic parsimony perspective, a well supported tree is neither the ''true'' tree nor the best tree. A well supported tree is one that has been corroborated by virtue of having been subjected to and withstood the severest of tests consisting of all available evidence. Measures of support do not speak to the accuracy of the tree nor do they provide information for tree choice, however, they may provide information about the degree of corroboration of the best tree and point to areas of interest for future testing.
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Appendix A. Computational limitations
A.1. Tree search
Has the best tree been found? The problem of finding the best tree for a given set of data is common to most methods of phylogenetic analysis as well as for the calculation of measures of support. For data sets with few taxa it is possible to find all trees and then choose the best (in the case of parsimony, the tree with the fewest changes, the shortest tree). However, for data sets with large numbers of taxa the enumeration of all possible trees is an NP-complete problem since there will be more possible trees than can ever be examined (see [123] [124] [125] for discussions of the effect of increased numbers of taxa on the numbers of trees). Therefore, heuristic methods are often used to explore tree space. Branch swapping algorithms, which pursue the first better (i.e., shorter) topology may only find locally optimal trees yet not find globally optimal trees. One approach that attempts to address this problem of becoming stranded on an island of suboptimal trees [126] is to begin with multiple different starting points (random addition replicates). Computational time also can be decreased by combining data sets to both increase signal and perhaps minimize the effect of homoplasy [127] . Further improvements to tree search include the parsimony ratchet [46] and strategies that use faster alternatives to TBR swapping such as tree drifting and fusing and sectorial searches [47] . Once a starting tree is generated, the ratchet weights a small, random portion of the characters and performs tree-bisection-and-reconnection (TBR) swapping on the starting tree (it has been suggested that limiting swapping on the weighted data may further improve speed [47] ), holding a few of the resulting trees. Weights are reset to zero and swapping is performed on the trees held in the previous step. The few trees that are retained from this round of TBR swapping are used as the starting trees for the next iteration. The ratchet increases the speed of the analyses (allowing numerous iterations to be performed) by sampling many tree islands but only retaining a few trees from each island, allowing for a more rigorous exploration of tree space. Concern for the rigor of tree search is important for evaluating measures of support since those measures that use heuristic searches (rather than exact enumeration of all possible trees) will result in measures that are only estimates of support [21] .
A.2. Cumbersome tools for calculating measures of support
Phylogenetic analyses are performed using several different applications for data matrix assembly and editing, tree building, tree viewing and for the calculation of measures of support (see Table 1 for a list of web addresses for software information and download sites). In general, matrices are edited and manipulated using menu interface programs like MacClade [128] for the Mac platform or WinClada [129] for the pc platform. Matrices are then executed in tree search programs. Upon completion of tree search, users return to MacClade or WinClada to examine trees (WinClada has the ability to directly spawn pc format tree search programs).
Hennig86 [130] one of the earliest tree search algorithms was written for DOS; while still available, the functionalities are incorporated into later programs such as NONA [95] which runs under windows making use of windows memory management but is command driven. NONA performs fast tree searches by implementing indirect calculation of tree lengths [131] , (see [132] for a review of tree search algorithms) as well as the parsimony ratchet [46] . PAUP * [92] allows tree search under different methods of inference (distance, likelihood and parsimony-for Bayesian analyses see MrBayes [15] ) and was the first to be available with a pull-down menu interface for Mac OS 9. It is also available with a command line driven interface for the pc and for Mac OS X. While batch files can be written and executed in both NONA and the command line versions of PAUP * , the ease of use of the menu interface may account for the widespread popularity of PAUP * (despite limitations in terms of speed of tree search; since the menu driven version of PAUP * does not implement the parsimony ratchet [46] or other faster tree search algorithms [47, 81, 132] ). The parsimony ratchet [46] can be implemented for pc's using Winclada [129] , NONA [95] and TNT [96] ; PAUPRat [133] can be used on the mac for generating the text file of ratchet commands for implementation using PAUP * . TNT (Tree analysis using New Technology) [47, 96] is the first tree search package available for the pc that has a full menu interface. It is available for Windows (95/98/NT4/NT2000 and XP) as well as for Linux and Mac OS X that are command line driven versions. Unlike other available applications, TNT combines Table 1 List of websites for phylogeny software and tools
Software download sites
Tree search Hennig86 http://www.cladistics.org/education/hennig86.html Nona http://www.zmuc.dk/public/phylogeny/Nona-PeeWee/ PAUP matrix editing, fast tree search and tree viewing and manipulation in a single package. Ease of use is an important factor since users from many diverse fields of study (with perhaps limited computer programming skill levels) use tree analyses as part of their research. Surveying all MP trees along with apomorphy lists and their character fit statistics is perhaps the most direct method for evaluating support and conflict among trees; yet one drawback common to all current software packages is the lack of tools for easily viewing all MP trees.
Most of the applications mentioned above provide for the calculation of tree length and fit statistics as well as some measures of support such as bootstrap and character jackknife analyses. However, the calculation of additional measures of support would require the use of helper applications or manually written and implemented batch files of commands, and manual parsing of log files into spreadsheet applications for calculations of support indexes. For example, AutoDecay [93] can be used together with PAUP * to generate the constraint files needed for the calculation of BS. AutoDecay will also parse the resulting log file and output the results in tree format, with nodes labeled with BS values, which can be viewed using TreeView [134, 135] . BS can be calculated and viewed on the tree using the pull-down menus in TNT but the calculation of PBS would require the user to write and execute a command file and manually parse the log file. PBS can be calculated in PAUP * using TreeRot [94] as the helper application. TreeRot generates the command files to be implemented in PAUP * and parses the resulting log file into a text file that can be imported into a spreadsheet for final calculations.
As with the original phylogenetic analysis for finding the shortest tree(s), rigorous tree searches are necessary for finding the shortest trees lacking a given node. Failure to find the shortest trees lacking a node of interest will result in an overestimate of BS and PBS for that node. Both AutoDecay and TreeRot by default only perform a few (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) random addition replicate heuristic searches for each constraint analysis, however the command files can be edited prior to analysis to implement more rigorous tree searches (yet neither application implements the parsimony ratchet [46] ). In addition, both applications, by default, generate constraints from a single tree (the first tree in the tree file). Where more than a single MP tree has resulted from phylogenetic analyses, calculations of BS and PBS using AutoDecay or TreeRot would need to be repeated for each MP tree. Alternatively, a strict consensus of all MP trees could be used as the input tree. This would allow calculations of BS and PBS for all supported nodes (ie: those nodes with a BS > 0). TreeRot does examine the multiple constraint trees and automatically calculates the mean PBS value but does not output the range of values obtained. Furthermore, TreeRot can give misleading results when calculating PBS for matrices with large numbers of partitions. One solution would be to perform the calculations on batches of partitions ($10 at a time) however the command file would need to be edited in order for the comparison MP tree to be calculated from all the data (not just the data pertaining to the subset of partitions). PRAP (Parsimony Ratchet Analyses using PAUP*) [136] , written in Java, allows for the calculation of BS values with tree searches that implement the parsimony ratchet. PRAP also outputs tree support values within tree files that can be opened and edited in TreeView or TreeGraph [137] , with support values displayed at the nodes, as well as Nexus format output. Analyses and calculations of PHBS and HS are generally accomplished by batch command file, manual parsing of log files and pasting the results into a spreadsheet for calculations. However, a soon to be available helper application, ASAP (Automated Simultaneous Analyses Phylogenies) [138] , written in Perl, implements the parsimony ratchet for tree searches and performs BS operations as well as PBS, PHBS and HS, parses the log files and outputs a spreadsheet format results file. In addition, ASAP automates many of the matrix manipulations that are currently performed manually, such as the assembly of the simultaneous analysis matrix from numerous data partitions, and the enumeration of character partitions. Execution of ASAP will assemble the matrix, enumerate the character partitions, execute PAUP * , perform rigorous phylogenetic analyses implementing the parsimony ratchet, save trees and tree scores, calculate measures of support (including BS, PBS, PHBS and HS) and output final results; without further manual intervention.
